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We choose structural VAR model based on three variable：GDP, Government 
Revenue and Government Spending，making research on the dynamic effects of fiscal 
policy between 1990 and 2009 in china. We use Blandchard-Perotti method to identify 
the ture fiscal shocks. And then the impulse response function is used to describe the 
dynamic relationship between the three variables. The results show that Goverment 
Revenue has large negative effect on output in the short run, relatively low negative 
effect in the long run, while Goverment Spending has positive and stable effect on 
output, even in the long run. Our results are consistent with the traditional Keynesian 
model. 
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详见Cooley和Leroy[7] (1985)。因此，SVAR(Structural Vector Autoregression)结构
向量自回归模型应运而生，它实质就是VAR模型的结构式，在VAR模型的基础上
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